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Introduction.
Setting the scene.
The years after the cessation of the First World War were years of great change in
Australia. A shift was occurring to make our government and commerce more independent of Mother
England and part of this was the desire to make our own coinage. While the existing Australian mints
were already occupied in stamping out Gold coins the Silver and Copper denominations were mostly
obtained from England or India. Moves were underfoot to produce copper coins and after 1918 we
began minting 1919 dated pennies at the Melbourne Mint but using dies and designs still from
England.
England and India have a history of coin production stretching back many centuries but
Australia as a newly founded colony had no such history and relied entirely on outside help. Some
small expertise was gained in the late 1800’s by independent traders despairing of government
producing enough small change and traders produced penny like “Tokens”. This unofficial coinage
circulated as popular currency for many decades. The standard of striking of these tokens varied from
awful to superb and the public just accepted them as a convenient method of making small purchases.
Such an uncontrolled coinage had to cease so moves were made to make up the level of small change
and English coins were gradually imported and kept in the growing colony to the point at the end of
the 1800’s into the 1900’s most copper and silver coinage accepted was English and gold coins were
Australian.
This brief sketch ignores the older proclaimed coinage, which included the early coinage
such as the “holy dollar” and foreign coins. This is a totally different subject, which requires a separate
study and has little to do with the later coinage.
Commencement of copper coin stamping 1919.
Still being tied to the English government, Australian Mints relied on the London Mint for
the supply of dies so in 1919 the Melbourne mint commenced production of pennies dated 1919 and
this is where our story for this essay starts.
The background for the activities in the mints and of the dies used at that time has been
covered extensively by researchers and there is no point in repeating this information here. Required
reading to cover this subject is: John Sharples “Australian coins 1919 to 1924” (JNNA 1 1985),
“Penny reverse master dies” (JNNA 6 1992), Paul Holland “Master dies and tools from the Royal
Mint” (JNAA 20 2009) and Jon Saxton “Die Variations in early commonwealth coinage” (CAB May
2009). The 1919 double dot penny is also covered well by “The Sandpit”, The Blue sheet” and
“Triton” web sites.
The year 1919 was an uncertain year for the Australian Mints who were geared up for the change
to the proposed nickel based square design for halfpennies and pennies but had no firm go ahead from
the government. Ultimately the square design was dropped and millions of round copper coins were
ordered instead. See photos 1 and 2 below for typical 1919 pennies.

1919 Melbourne mint reverse

1919 Melbourne obverse

1919 Sydney mint reverse.

These images show a nice condition EF grade with sharp rim beads and a dot under bottom scroll
(DUBS) the dot clearly placed to the left of center and secondly a well used double dot (DBLDOT)
coin. Note the various die/striking features such as the soft top scroll, curved base letters on the DUBS
coin, flat base letters and indistinct rim beading on the DBLDOT coin. Note also the dot placing on the
DBLDOT coin.
Both the Melbourne and the Sydney mints stamped out 1919 pennies. The work of John
Sharples in analyzing mint records indicates that working dies were obtained from different sources. At
first fully dated hardened working dies were obtained from the London mint. At some point it became
clear that this quantity would not produce the amount of coin ordered and the Melbourne mint “cloned”
more working dies by using a pair of unused dies as hubbing dies. As a backstop the Calcutta mint also
supplied unhardened part finished dies and the Melbourne mint completed these dies to a working state.
It is not clear if the Calcutta dies were dated fully or part dated with digits added here by punching. I
suspect the latter after observing the date variations of my sample coins.
Thus we have three distinct sources of dies allowing the possibilities of three essential
types of variety of both the reverse and obverse strikings. In this article I confine my observations to the
reverse side of the coin concentrating on the date and dot variations. Catalogs give the total mintage of
1919 pennies as about 5 million. To stamp out that number of coins at an average of 50 thousand coins
per die there should have been hundreds of obverse and reverse striking dies used. The mint records as
analyzed by John Sharples indicate a similar total.
The meaning of the dots is not clear. It is tempting to assign the no dot coins to the
London sourced dies, the dot coins to the Melbourne cloned and finished Calcutta dies and the double
dot coins to the Sydney mint but that is just speculation. It is also noted that the Sydney mint presses had
difficulties in obtaining as high a striking pressure as the Melbourne mint. This is attributable to the
Sydney presses basically being designed for smaller diameter gold coins requiring a lower pressure than
the larger bronze pennies. As well the Sydney mint presses were well aged. The result is on circulation
struck coins the rims of the coins tend to be flatter and less well struck and in the 1920 coins the
difference id marked. A badly defined obverse rim while the rest of the striking is more complete,
allowing for wear, such a rim is taken as a Sydney struck coin.
Note that ALL 1919 pennies have the same “English” variety obverse design. There were
NO “Indian” variety obverse dies used. It is a good idea now to clarify the terminology concerning
Reverses and Obverses and the following should help.
Penny Reverses and Obverses KGV 1911 – 1936
The Reverses.
There are three different Reverses in the George V series named “A”, “B”, and “C” by
Dr Paul Holland.
For my purposes I have called reverse “A” with 174 beads the London reverse, “B”
with 177 beads the Birmingham reverse and “C” with 179 beads the Calcutta reverse.
The difference between these other than the number is the alignment of the letters
ALIA of AUSTRALIA to the rim beads. This alignment is quite tricky because the centres of the
letters don’t quite point neatly between or at the beads.
Reverse “A” has A and L inline and I and A between,
Reverse “B” has A in line, L between, I and A in line and
Reverse “C” has A between, L in line and I and A between.
You have to look at ALL four letters to make your mind up. Shown below is a 1931
drop one “A” London, a 1936 “B” Birmingham, and a 1916 “C” Calcutta reverse. Enlarged are
the letters and bead orientations .
Carefully study the “ALIA” positions and with three out of four positive matches you
can decide which without counting beads!
All 1919 pennies have “B” Birmingham reverses and all 1920 pennies have “C”
Calcutta reverses.

London (1931, A=174 bead) Birmingham (1936, B= 177 bead)

A and L in line

A and I A in line

Calcutta (1916, C= 179 bead)

L in line

The Obverses.
There are two versions of the Obverse with regards to the alignment of the beads and lettering.
The first named English (London) has 177 beads and the upstroke of the letter “N” in the word
“OMN” points between beads. The “O” in OMN appears quite circular and is in line with the rest of the
lettering.
The second named Indian has 178 beads and the upstroke points at a bead. There are also other
subtle differences. Note the shorter downstroke of the “R” in “BRITT” and the “O” of OMN is slightly
asymmetrical and slightly dropped down out of line.
Where the beads and “OMN” are obscured look at the colon after “IMP”. On an English obverse the
colon points at a bead on an Indian obverse the colon points at a gap between beads.

English ( 1= 177bead )

Indian ( 2 = 178 bead)

Chapter 1
The 1920 penny preliminary observations 2011.
In 2011 I decided to revisit this fascinating coin date and tabulate as much about the reverse die and
dot differences as possible using my meager hoard of 200 or so coins as a sample plus information from
CAB articles and the internet. I recommend Andrew Crellin’s excellent article in the 2008 CAB year book as
the first port of call outlining the background of operation in the Mints in the 1920’s and minting of 1920,
1921 and 1922 pennies. I also recommend for reading and reference CAB articles on pennies by Jon Saxton
and others in December 2004, September 2003, March 2003, November 2002 and a report on the Perth die
register ACR June 1999 by Anthea Harris. These articles set the background for defining the major die and
dot positions variations known at that time and obtaining web links and other references. As explained in the
CAB articles the dies were marked with dots to signify which mint used the particular dies. However I feel
this system partly broke down when dies were transferred between mints. Andrew Crellin has proposed in
his 2008 article the dot combinations used by each mint and I will stick with this listing. This suggestion
needed modifying later on with additional research carried out by the Authors. This chapter is simply an
introduction to the coin types, how to pick the obverse and reverse die layouts and sets out my system for
naming the various varities. As the articles in this paper progress you will find changes in ideas and
terminology.
The Reverse dot variations and Obverse die types.
To denote the dot type position I use a letter system instead of backslashes and dots as those leave me
totally confused. Thus DOTS means Dot Over Top Scroll, DUBS means Dot Under Bottom Scroll and so
forth. Where necessary I use a capital “L” or “I” prefix to denote the obverse type London (English) or
Indian. From all the information I have settled on the eight major varieties and noted also some common
location positions. Consult table 1 for my findings. The “P” numbers are the corresponding table numbers in
my Variety and Errors book. Note that some London varieties have not been sighted yet and may not exist.
This will be covered in greater detail in later chapters.

Dot type
DOTS

Mint
Melbourne

Distribution
2%

DBLDOT

Melbourne

5%

DOBS

Sydney
Perth

40%

DUBS

Melbourne

40%

NODOT

Sydney
Melbourne
Perth

10%

Obverse I ObverseL
P20I
None seen
IDOTS
Rare
P20G
None seen
IDBLDOT
Scarce
P20D
P20J
IDOBS
LDOBS
Common
Rare
P20C/E
P20F
IDUBS
LDUBS
Common
P20A/B
INODOT
Scarce

P20H
LNODOT
None
proven

Dot locations seen
Close center

Close center top and
bottom
High center, high left,
middle center, close
center, close left.
Low center, low left,
medium left, medium
right, close center,
close left
A lot of no dot coins
are just worn or
obscured dot examples

Table 1
As usual please note I am not talking about “errors” of strike being varieties! There are literally thousands
of striking errors in these coins. For whatever reason the reverse dies appear to have been driven way past
the point of failure and cracks, breaks, fills and weaknesses abound in this date. Some of the die marks or
cracks may be used as corroborative evidence for recognizing a variety type and I have listed some of these
in later tables and in photos. First lets have a look at the face of some dot variety coins.

1/ DOTS

3/ DOBS

5/ NODOT (and rim flaw)

2/ DBLDOT

4/ DUBS

6/ false dot over N

7/ False DUBS

8/ false LDOBS (cleaned off!)

The dot faces.
Photos 1/ to 4/ show DOTS, DBLDOT, DOBS and DUBS. Photo 5/ shows a NODOT plus a bonus
rim flaw at 1 o’clock! Be aware that these coins can be covered in false dots either from die failure or
planchet defect. It is possible to mistake a defect in the “right” area around the scrolls as a true mint dot and
be fooled that you have a rare variety. It is only after inspecting multiple coins that you get the correct
feeling about the shape of punched dots and can pick a true one from a dud. Refer to photo 6/ and note the
neat false dot above the second N in penny. By the position this is obviously a false dot. But what if the false
dot falls into a logical spot? See photo 7/ on micro examination this is a planchet “pimple” and not a dot.
There is not much damage done there but check the next one Photo 8/ and read “the paragraph “False dots
again” further on and weep! As well the areas about the scrolls can be worn or suffer from die filling and be
quite indistinct and that can obscure a vital close dot.
The top scrolls in particular suffer from this problem to the extent where a coin with two well struck scrolls
is a rarer coin.
Many dies were used and hand marked with dot punches, the dots can vary in overall shape and
position. Thus dots can be a small dimple or as large as a fat dome surrounded by a “moat” and be aligned
high or low and on center or to the left or right of the scroll center. I have noted some positions seen in table
one. The shape of the dot also is varied by wear or by depth of strike. In the end I settled on calling dots
either point, dome or moat type possibly a reflection of how hard or deep the punch blow indented the die
face. This difference may also have been created by different pointed types of punch.
My coins
The dot varieties in this article are ones I have in my collection. There may be other varieties to be
found. After all 200 coins surveyed is not much out the tens of millions minted. I just hope this article makes
collectors look harder at their 1920’s and prompts the catalogue makers to do something about the
shortcomings and inaccuracies that abound in pre decimal penny listings.
Getting down to the coins themselves the first thing I did was a rough survey and I photographed the
reverse of each coin and listed these in a spread sheet together with a commentary on any notable point of
geography such as obverse die type, dots, position, die cracks and so forth. This then helped to sort match or
confirm much of what is written in the CAB articles mentioned. I have put a distribution column in table 1.

Reverses and obverses.
All 1920 reverses in my hoard are “Calcutta” that is the bead count is 179 and the “A’s” of “ALIA”
both point between two beads. I have also studied every image I can lay my hands on and have never seen a
174 bead London or 177 bead Birmingham reverse.
Both obverses London 177 bead and Indian 178 bead are seen with the majority being Indian 178. In
fact I have only ever found one London 177 obverse by sorting through coin lots and feel that the rarity must
be in the order of one in tens of thousands. The chances of finding one now in an unsorted hoard are slim.
Collectors now realize how rare these London obverse varieties are even though no mention is made of these
coin die pairings in any major print catalogue. I have had to buy most of my London samples.
The source of the stamping dies is explained in Andrew Crellin’s well-researched article. The article
points out that all three mints Sydney, Melbourne and Perth struck pennies dated 1920. It is stated that the
Sydney mint dispatched dies to the Perth mint and most likely were hardened dies carrying dot positions
referring to Sydney. Thus the dot positions at this point in time attribute only to Sydney and Melbourne
mints even though Perth did mint 1920 pennies with either NODOTS or DOBS dies. This line of thought is
tested in later articles in this paper.

The London obverse.
Just which mints used the London obverse die in 1920 is not clear. It is stated that all obverse dies at
Sydney were Indian types so that leaves Melbourne as the choice for London obverse striking.
Now, the DOBS reverse is said to be a Sydney only marking. A handful of LDOBS are said to exist,
refer to the ground breaking CAB 2003 article Saxton, Raynes and Andrews. However the Perth mint DID
receive dies from Sydney and DID strike a small run of 1920 dated pennies about 90,000 is suggested. It is
this small run that interests me. I was speculating that only the Perth mint may have used the London
obverse in order to differentiate the Perth strikings with DOBS from the Sydney DOBS strikings.
John Saxton states that the Melbourne mint used three left over London dies from the 1919
production for 1920 jobs. Andrew Crellin states that the obverse dies sent to the Perth mint were all Indian.
That blows my think bubble 90,000 theory out of the water nicely! Once again later articles change this
perspective and I may have not been far off the mark after all.
Why any die would have any number of rim beads is a great point for discussion. One can come up
with all sorts of clever reasons but I speculate the real reason simply relates to the dividing equipment used
to mark out the beads on the master matrix at the mint workshop in question where the master die work was
carried out. Rim beads are not what the artist is paid to create. The artist does the smart expensive bit in the
center of the coin and the engineering division does the plod work of putting “x” number of rim beads of the
choice of shape to frame the whole thing. The exact number may well then hinge on how many holes are in
the dividing head of the precision engraving tool used.

False dots again.
Alas I don’t have a genuine LDOBS sample. What I purchased on good authority as a LDOBS had a
false dot. On close inspection the “dot” was a small corrosion porosity or die flaw with a raised rounded cap
almost exactly in appearance to the eye to the false dot over N in Photo 6. It looked so convincing in the
photograph! However once the coin was cleaned the dot disappeared along with my money. See Photo 22/!
I’m still crying but serve me right for trusting someone else’s knowledge or lack of it. The coin is
actually a LDUBS with a faint dot under the bottom scroll which did not clean off. More importantly the
coin has a heavy die crack through the “A” in the word “Commonwealth” which I now know is a trait of
LDUBS varieties. This die crack also appears on another two coins in my hoard also with London obverses
so with three coins the same this is an indicative die crack for the LDUBS variety P20F. I also found a
LDUBS with the die crack just starting at the base of the “A” so there will be coins with no die crack in this
variety. I can say that any coin with that die crack A1 will be a London obverse LDUBS variety. So we can
log three types of London obverse coins, LDOBS, LDUBS, LNODOT and the LDUBS may have die crack
A1.

Die cracks and marks.
I had noted the information published by Peter Andrews on his web site “the sandpit” regarding a die
mark on the top of the W of “commonwealth” and started with this. I have named this W1 and is typical on
IDBLDOT coins. The right hand upstroke has a die ridge mark above it, see photo 9/. As each mark or crack
came to light I entered these in table 2. Photo 10 shows a die crack extending to the rim beads from the “E”
labeled E2 and photo 11 the heavy die crack A1 through the A already mentioned .

Photo 9/ W1

Photo 10/ E2

Photo 11/ A1

Photo 12/ C1 bottom

Photo 13/ C1 top

Photo 14/ C2

You will find many coins with circular die cracks at the tops of the letters along with weakness in
strike from the die filling or the die mushrooming out and collapsing. The end result are coins that show
little or no beading and loss of the tops of the letters. Photos 12/ and 13/ shows a die in the process of this
happening. This particular die failure can be seen progressing on different coins. Photo 14 is a heavy die
crack concentrated around the date area. Photo 15/ shows a die stress ridge above the E.
Continuing the circular collapse of the die edge photo 16/ shows a distinctive crack similar to C1.
Photo 17/ indicates not only the NODOT dies were flogged this is an IDUBS with again similar failing. To
illustrate die deterioration see the next photo 18/. This is a IDUBS if you could pick the true dot amongst the
pimples. Note how the center of the die has struck the coin well with a firm dot circle and scrolls but going
past the tops of the letters it all goes bad, as bits have flaked off the crumbling outer diameter. One could go
on boring readers showing umpteenth die cracks but I think the point is made about the dies disintegrating
around the edges. In photo 19/ we are nearly at the end of the line. Unlike the famous 1926 failure where the
die shattered this 1920 die must have been a lot softer in the body and across the face. You can see where the
surface of the die is buckling in the center but with no cracks or shatter and the top of the die face has
cauliflowered over with loss of details but still with a proud rim.
You may wonder why there appear to be numbers and letters missing in the die mark designations in
table 2. The reason was I originally had die cracks identified that then turned out to be the same die
progressively failing. After waking up to that some designations became redundant but I kept my original

labels to keep track in recording. Just imagine how many die cracks you could find if you surveyed
2000 or 20,000 coins instead of just 200!

Photo 15/ E3

Photo 16/ C5

Photo 18/ pick a dot!

Photo 17/ C7

19/ end of the line

Table 2
Die mark
W1
E2
A1
C1
C2
E3
C5
C7

description
raised mark on die above W
crack across WEA to beads
crack across A circle to rim
circular die crack in various stages
heavy crack date to com
raised mark on die above E
circular die crack in various stages
circular die crack in various stages

variety
IDBLDOT
INODOT
LDUBS
INODOT
INODOT
INODOT
INODOT
IDUBS

Upsets aplenty.
As a lot of my 1920 coins are upset I can assume that the die pieces were not keyed into position in
the die nest of the press or the ram. I judge the upset by viewing the bottom dot on the rear obverse as true
6’oclock center and then seeing what part of the rim this lines up with on the front reverse side. I found most
dots covered the span of the date numbers, so it was convenient to label the upset by those numbers and the
in-between positions. Just in passing I noted that the reverse bead count of 179 almost divides into 360
neatly so that each rim bead is about 2 degrees of rotation. I was going to list the upset in degrees but felt
that was too complicated and the date numbers make a better picture. See table 3 giving the upset position
and percentage from my sample lot.
Table 3
1
10%

L9
10%

9
27%

M
29%

2
19%

R2
4%

0
1%

From the table most of the coin side orientations lay between the 9 and the 2 with the bulk of the
remainder heading towards the 1. Why the upset direction should be one way or the other is a subject for
fancy. Having run pressing machines in the 1960’s I can vouch for what vibration does to parts that are not
positively locked into position and its easy to understand how things can creep around from a center
position. Its hard enough getting dies and machine parts locked into correct position in the first place so that
the stamping process is correct. Then they get the stuffing hammered out of them and you have to watch the
pressed product like a hawk for an indication of something coming loose.
A part of a machine may be induced to rotate in one direction from an asymmetrical thrust. That
thrust may come from the workings of the machine or some non-symmetry in the die faces or just by chance.
While the reverse design is symmetrical the obverse design is not with more open area on the left hand side.
Even that simple fact would throw an imbalance in the impact assuming that all no other factor played a part.
Those dot shapes.
Lastly lets have a quick look at the dot shapes I had tentatively named point, domed and moat. I
could fill this chapter up with pictures of dots but for restrict this to some typical dots and some false dots.
Starting off with the false dots see photo 20/ this has a close dot over and a low dot under. Which is genuine?
Photo 21/ has a point shape dot way low close to the inner circle and is that a faint true dot higher up? Photo
22/ is the dreaded London dot over scroll which cleaned off. You cannot see it on the photo but there is
actually a faint dome dot under the scroll and a weird false moat dot near the inner circle. These dots are
tricky! That dot over N in photo 23/ is actually a cap of copper pushed up by a tiny corrosion and looking
like a point dot. You can see the shadow of the crater to the right of the cap. Photos 24/ to 31/ just show a
range of typical dots. This is about as far as I could go with dots. With more sample coins I’m sure some
hero could construct a more accurate table of dot shapes and positions.
All of this investigation showed just how weak some dots could be due to a combination light
stamping on the die face and die and coin wear. A well-stamped die produces a dot with a reasonable
elevation and a punch well banged in gives the “moat” effect as well. Under magnification of 10 to 20 times
one can decide whether a dot is a typical dot or a coin gouge or flaw. With higher magnification all the coin
surfaces look like the face of moon the dot loses character and the resulting photos while very pretty to look
at show nothing like a dot at all so I have not included any in this article.

20/ double about bottom scroll?

21/ false IDUBS?

22/ LDOBS? no!

23/ dot over N

24/ small point IDOBS

25/ small point close IDOBS

26/ faint dome IDOBS high

27/ moat DOTS (IDBLDOT)

28/ dome DUBS (IDBLDOT)

29/ large moat IDUBS close

30/ faint moat IDUBS close

31/ faint point IDUBS low

Conclusion.
There are seven repeatable and well-known main dot and obverse varieties. No “NODOT”
London (English) obverse coins are not proven to exist. There are many dot shapes and finer dot positions
reflecting the method of hand stamping the working dies. The dots may be prominent or almost hidden.
False dots exist either from minor gouging, die flaws or corrosion spots.
There are die cracks or marks that can give a clue as to the dot variety of the coin if dots are
obscured. Most coins are upset struck to a degree. The 1920 reverse dies were run to destruction in some
cases as evidenced by the weak and buckled striking on many coins.
From this preliminary essay I hope coin collectors now realize just how many main circulating
coin types of 1920 exist and ignored for decades by the major catalogues. This essay only scratches the
surface of this fascinating date and the succeeding chapters unlock some of the mysteries of the coin.

Chapter 1
The 1920 Penny questions that need some answers and speculations
The interesting questions with 1920 pennies are:
A/ what varieties exist in reverse/obverse die pairings,
B/ what scroll dot combinations exist.
C/ which mint pressed out the scroll dot and obverse combinations.
D/ what markers can be seen to identify individual dies? I had a bash at answering some of those
questions in the last article 1 where I showed some pictures of varieties and errors and came up with a list of
varieties for my reference book6. In preparing that article I mentioned references to articles by Andrew
Crellin, Jon Saxton and others as a basis for study and suggest reading these and my article again as an entry
to this series.
While I got part way into answering A/ and B/ by defining at least nine varieties for my book I failed
miserably with C/ and D/. Since then I have had more time to reflect and more feedback from variety
collectors. The time has come to correct some of my findings and try to update myself about the scroll dots
and dies.
I’m going to get into trouble with some people with my terminology describing the obverse (KING)
side of the coins as the “London” type where about half of penny collectors call it the “English” type. I’ve
been using “London” for years. While all seem to agree the term “Indian” is ok for the other obverse type it
may be more correct to use the word “English” for “London”. However, I’ll stick with “London” for now.
There is a system suggested where the reverse of the coin is labeled after the city of origin (Birmingham/
London/Calcutta) and the label for the obverse follows the country of origin (English/Indian) and I guess
that makes sense for rationalization for me later on.
I have avoided labeling the reverse (PENNY) side in this essay. The same reverse master design was
used on all the coins of the year date in question and too many name places confuses things.
Once more when discussing the added scroll dots I continue using my upper case letter system to
describe the dot placement rather than backslashes and full stops, which confuse me. Example, a coin with
Dot Over the Bottom Scroll is a “DOBS” coin not a /./ coin.
For those not familiar with the 1920 penny Images 1 and 2 show the general layout of the coin.
Image 1 shows the reverse with the letter design and inner scrolls. Image 2 is the obverse with the bust of
George V. The coin shown is in about very fine circulated condition with a dot (very faint) under the bottom
scroll. The obverse of the coin is the Indian version shown by the orientation of the second leg of the N in
OMN pointing up to the center of a rim bead rather than between as in the London version. Images 3 and 4
depict typical placed top and bottom scroll dots from a double dot (DBLDOT) coin.

Image 1. Reverse layout

Image 2. Obverse layout

Image 3. A top scroll dot

Image 4. A bottom scroll dot.

The Records.
A fundamental with coins is “first comes the die, then comes the coin”. The coin does not exist until
struck from a hardened die pair. Again I tried to get my head around what happened leading up to and during
the year 1920 concerning the dies used at the Melbourne, Sydney and Perth Mints and re read my journals
and magazines.
The difficulties with such sources is that the information is drawn by the researchers from various
official documents such as end of year reports, stock inventory reports and workshop log books, registers
and journals where they exist. A lot of job books and internal processing such as orders, receipts, and so on
were only meant to be used at the time and not archived for a researcher to read 90 years later! Hence a
researcher may build up a conclusion by piecing together bits of evidence. However absence of evidence
does not mean something did or did not happen or something did or does not exist!
Another uncertainty is the published information mentions “dies” or “tools” without specifying
whether the word “die” means a fully hardened striking die (incuse) or fully hardened hub (relief) or
something in between. A “tool” may have meant anything from a number punch through to a hardened hub!
This is a really important point. A die described as a “master die from London” you may assume
means a striking die but may actually be a hardened hub also sometimes referred to as a “punch” not
intended to strike any coins but to press out striking dies. From a hub the mint concerned can then make up
any number of coin striking dies and create variations of the strike either intentionally with “tools” such as
added dots or numbers or unintentionally such as curved base lettering from incomplete hubbing.
Records conclusion.
So on one hand we have scattered evidence of materials and tools used in 1920 and now 90 years
later at the other end we have collectors second guessing what the mints did in the first place by analyzing a
bunch of coins and drawing conclusions from what is seen. Over the last forty years we have had coin
investigators such as Saxton and Holland laying down the bones of die and mint varieties and who have
drawn their conclusions from a low number of samples in comparison to the total number minted. The
danger here of course is once more the view is fragmented and highlighted by the fact that if they cannot see
a particular variety of coin this doesn’t mean it does not exist. It’s just not in their sample lot!
The dies for 1920.
Moving away from the records lets go to the dies them selves. In 1919 the Melbourne mint was
busting to fill the order finally placed by a refractory Government for normal bronze coins but the mint had
no suitable striking dies having prepared themselves for the alternate square nickel coins. Striking dies are
derived from a master die or hub, which at that time could only come from London or Calcutta so late steps
were then taken to order tooling from them. This meant that tooling eventually arrived over a period of time
and there was some make do by our mints to manufacture enough striking dies to cover the bronze coin
orders.
Read the Journal article by Paul Holland 2 for a very detailed look at the process used by London and
Calcutta for die manufacturing and at the circumstances surrounding the nickel coins and lack of dies at
Melbourne.
Melbourne and Sydney Mints 1919 and 1920.
I have relied very heavily on Journal articles published by John Sharples 3 for information regarding
die holdings in Australia. Sharples lists the dies held at Melbourne and Sydney and tables a time line of

holdings. For the full details please read the entire article referred to. From the Sharples article I have made a
very simplified summary of the die sequence and tie in some supporting evidence from other sources.

Dies dated 1919
In May 1919 the Melbourne mint received from the London Mint 6 London obverse and 6 reverse
striking dies presumably hardened and began to strike pennies dated 1919.
In June they received 9 more pairs and in August another 12 pairs.
During August they received instructions on die production and hubbed on site 71 London obverses
and 78 reverses.
Melbourne finished striking 1919 pence in May 1920 and only 5 pairs of dies had not been used up
or destroyed. All of the coins struck used London type obverses.
Dies dated 1920
In July 1920 Melbourne sent 3 London obverses and 3 reverses to Sydney. In August 1920
Melbourne received from Calcutta 20 Indian obverses and 20 reverses. Melbourne began striking 1920
pennies in September.
Sydney received 17 Indian obverse and 17 reverse 1920 dies from Melbourne and Sydney struck the
first 1920 penny in October. In August Melbourne began hubbing 102 Indian obverses and 101 reverses.
By November 12 more Indian obverses and 12 reverses were sent on to Sydney.
Sydney continued striking 1920 dated coins up to January 1921 but did not strike 1921 dated coins,
as the machinery designed mainly for smaller gold coins could no longer cope.
Corroborating Sharples, Paul Holland 2 in his article states that 1920 date Reverse C (Calcutta) dies,
Obverse 2 (Indian) dies and “tools and dies” were sent to Melbourne from Calcutta. The term “tools and
dies” may mean number punches or complete dated master hubbing dies this point is simply not clear. Please
read this article for a huge amount of background and detailed information on the bronze and abandoned
nickel designs.
Perth Mint 1919 to 1921.
Perth began striking 1921 date pence in December 1921 and Sharples 4 notes that a mixture of
London and Indian obverses were supplied to Perth from Melbourne. It is believed that all reverse dies were
dated 1921 but Sydney is said to have offered her 1920 dated reverse dies to fill in.
Anthea Harris 5 quotes from the die Perth register book:
“On November 18, 1921 four pairs of penny dies dated 1921 were received from the Melbourne
Mint. The Sydney Mint sent fourteen obverses and two reverse dies dated 1920. In December another two
pairs probably dated 1922, arrived from Melbourne. After several more deliveries of Melbourne dies twenty
pairs dated 1922 arrived from London in June 6 1922. These dies had identifying numbers but the
Melbourne dies could not be distinguished from each other. As dies dated 1920,1921 and 1922 were all
used, presumably coins with all these dates were made in Perth and put into circulation. However most
would have been 1922.”
Lynx eyed readers may find contradictions when examining and comparing the accounts of the
various authors regarding events and numbers. However that is how historical records are and we have to
use our own judgment when researching these records as to what may be closest to the truth.
The Scroll Dots and CBL/FBL speculation.
Just exactly what the various scroll dots on the reverse were meant to signify is now obscured by
time as no overall defining record has been disclosed if it ever existed. Sharples 4 has had suspicions that the
dots were meant to signify the source of a die or punch and not necessarily the mint that used the die or
punch. The dots may have been added to some hubbing punches or more likely have been punched direct to
a coining die prior to final hardening. The large number of dot positions found and the fact that some
positions are on a relatively low number of a coin type certainly encourages the latter view.
Scroll dots appeared on pennies commencing with the 1919 dates continued on the 1920 dates and
then the practice ceased. I have never seen a 1921 or later dated George V penny with them. This suggests

to me that once the scarcity of dies was overcome and the source of die tooling was stabilized the practice
was not needed.
My personal best guess about why scroll dots were used is to take the simple and obvious reasoning.
Scroll dots have purely been employed at workshop level for Mint or destination identification. Hardened
and ready to use London 1919 dies had no dots and the first strikings at Melbourne were plain. A hardened
die could be annealed then punched with a dot to indicate so. Locally hubbed 1919 dies could be given a dot
pattern to indicate this procedure.
The next question you may ask is why dots why not letters? Consider that the London Mint in
England never marked their coins with a “mintmark” indicating the origin of the die or striking but the
Birmingham mint used a “H” (Heaton) on 1912 and 1915 pennies. The Indian mint marked their Australian
pennies with a small “I” (Indian) on 1916, 1917 and 1918 dates. Some Silver and Gold coins around the time
did have “S” or “M” mintmarks incorporated into the dies to indicate Sydney and Melbourne as the place of
striking. I believe that Melbourne started marking their own hubbed dies with a single dot as the simple
method requiring only a punch dot not complicating the issue with a letter and the ensuring complications as
to font and size.
I have always assumed a curved base letter (CBL) coin reverse indicates a Melbourne cloned die
where there was difficulty in fully forming the rim letters from the master London hub with flat based letters
(FBL). You will note the coin shown in Image1 has mainly FBL but with a hint of curving in the word
“Australia”.
Look at Image 5 for a good comparison of FBL (upper image) and CBL (lower image) letters. There
is a fair amount going on in these coins with planchet and striking defects, but ignore that and concentrate on
the letters and the difference is obvious. Same font and size but different fullness of the letters. Some more
research work comparing scroll dot positions to letter base type may assist to narrow down which mint used
what die.

Image 5. FBL and CBL letters.

Die, Dot and Obverse Conclusions and Speculations.
So from all of that I say Melbourne minted (from hundreds of die pairs) 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1922
dated pennies. It is most likely that Sydney minted a small number (from three die pairs) 1919 dated pennies
prior to the main production (from tens of die pairs) dated 1920. It is unlikely that Perth ever minted 1919
coins but may have minted (from tens of die pairs) 1920 and certainly minted 1921 and 1922 dates.
London obverse 1920 dated coins are scarcer to find. The five London obverses left over from the
1919 Melbourne minting could have been used up very quickly at a presumed average coining rate of 50,000
per die in the Millions finally minted. Remember that Sydney had the 3 London obverses in 1920 to play
with and Melbourne had the 2 remaining London obverses in 1920 and surely used them up in production.
Sharples4 supplies some more thoughts regarding the scroll dot concept stating that Sydney began
striking with 1920 dated coins DOBS around October 1920 with “dies similar” to Melbourne struck coins.
The other variations are the DOTS and DBLDOT coins. I’m thinking that some NODOT dies were punched
with a DOTS to mean something. Or was this just a mistake with a single die with the shop guy meaning to

produce a DUBS pattern but punching the wrong scroll? Oops upside down! Too late! Some dies already
marked DUBS received a top dot thus creating DBLDOT.
Two more intriguing thoughts. One, if it was so important to mark reverse dies with a dot punch why
were no obverse dies marked in the same way? After all there were just as many obverse dies hubbed out as
reverse dies! Two, as Sydney had problems with presses not designed to cope with large bronze coins any
strangely shallow struck coins (not worn!) with 1919 or 1920 dates may be likely to be Sydney struck.
In the end as evidenced by the coins we have in our hands the reverse dies used overall in Australia
were either NODOT or DUBS or DOBS or DOTS or DBLDOT and no obverses have dots. Most coins have
Indian obverses; a few have London obverses.
Article conclusion.
This article is an introduction only and must stop here being speculative. Following will be more
articles on the 1920 penny covering different subjects with able assistance from specialist collectors with
closer attention to facts and address better the questions asked at the article head. The first coin to be
attended to will be the 1920 London NODOT variety where I may have been a bit presumptuous about the
existence and identification of this variety.
Any comments on this article are welcome. Please drop me an email at fred.lever@hotmail.com .
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Chapter 2
The 1920 NODOT London obverse. Does it even exist?

Fred’s introduction.
Following on from the previous general background article1 we now concentrate on the variety of
1920 penny the London obverse “NODOT”. One of the things pointed out to me regarding my November
2011 article was my assessment that in general “1920 NODOT coins were common”. This may not be so
true at all especially if they have a London obverse as distinct from an Indian obverse. Where my error
comes in is presuming a coin does not have scroll dots because I cannot easily see them! Most coins viewed
are worn and bashed up and a scroll dot may actually be there but obscured.
It was pointed out to me that a 1,490 piece 1920 coin hoard as analyzed by Stuart Andersen2 had 874
coins counted as having “No Apparent Dots”. Stuart is obviously concerned by scroll dot obscuring and I
should have been as well. I reviewed my samples of what I thought were London NODOT by microscopic
examination. I found that all except one do have visible scroll dot traces in the “right” place. The one
exception has a scar where the scroll dot should be. That closer examination removed ALL the supposedly
London NODOT coins from my collection!
I then checked with what was on sale from eBay. There were four coins listed at the time as “London
no dot”. Even from the on line photos three of them clearly showed visible dots under the bottom scroll
proving that sellers are blind and the fourth photo was too bland to be positive. I purchased the fourth and on
inspection found a dot under the scroll. See addendum1 of this article for original and as received photos.

Buyer beware! I also had a closer look at my own Indian obverse NODOT coins and to my dismay
found a lot of them have scroll dots proving that I am blind! On some coin dots were faint or obscured by a
bash or scrape. At that point I really started to change my tune! I’m concluding now that any 1920 dated
coin with a London obverse MUST have a scroll dot SOMEWHERE either DUBS or DOBS.
What was needed here was a method of confirming the London obverse NODOT coins does or does
not exist by the use of die recognition markers and a closer examination of where the London obverse was
used. My suggestion that both Sydney and Melbourne shared minting 1920 dated London obverse coins
may be off the mark. Melbourne could have as they had a few London die obverses left over from 1919
production. Sydney while having some London obverse dies produced a distinctive type of flat strike and no
London obverse 1920 coins sighted by the authors have this type of strike. That leaves Perth but then I
thought it unlikely that any London obverse dies reached that mint around 1919 or 1920. The assumption
that a coin date indicates the actual year in which a coin is struck clouded my thinking here. Perth did
receive obverse dies from Melbourne19 and may have struck 1920 reverse dated coins at a later date.
This article puts forward a new view about the supposed London obverse NODOT coin and the
London obverse die usage. It is based on the investigation of a large number of 1920 dated London obverse
coins. At this point I will hand the essay over to Neal Effendi to discuss the situation and provide logical
arguments.
Where did the NODOT London idea came from?
The NODOT 1920 penny with Indian Obverse is a scarce and desirable coin. Even more prized by
collectors is the NODOT with the rarer London Obverse. There is only one problem; the variety is unlikely
to even exist. Reason? A coin that is considered to have no scroll dots may have them obscured.
Collectors want to believe that they have the rare NODOT London and rely on the published material
to support the common belief that the variety exists. Phil Bird8 listed the variety as “extremely rare” with
only the 1931 dropped 1 Indian as rarer. Ian McConnelley9 rated the 1920 variety as rare. Fred Lever10 lists
it as a R4, 1 in 1000 1920 coins.
Arguments.
Although the existence of both the London and Indian Obverse dies is well known to collectors now
this wasn’t always the case. Up until the 1960’s no listing was made of the two obverses. The earliest
references that are known to the authors are the ACR6 magazine article July 1964 and John Dean13. Dean
listed the DUBS English obverse, as very rare. He did not list the NODOT English so he did not believe it
existed or he failed to find one.
The year 1964 appears to be where a divergence of labeling started with one group using the word
“English” the other “London” to differentiate the two types of obverse. This chapter will continue to use the
label “London” as the common used term in Australia today but in further writings the more correct
“English” will be used.
Other writers from 1964 including Clarke15, Foster14 and the Australian Coin Chart16 make no
mention of the two obverses. Renniks18 and Foster17 in 1966 list the two obverses Indian and London
separately but do not match these with the scroll dots at all.
Other authors have included both the NODOT London and DUBS London including Phil Bird 1984,
1996, John Staples 1985, Paul Holland 1993, Jon Saxton4 2002. Authors TW Holmes11 1981 and Mos
Byrnes12 2001 both listed the DUBS London but neither listed the NODOT. In September 2003 Geoff
Raynes7 confirmed the existence of a London DOBS variety followed up very quickly by one found by Peter
Andrews3.
No authors that listed the London NODOT coin ever produced any PROOF that the variety exists by
observation and examination of coin strike, or reference to die marker data.
Why the London NODOT doesn’t exist.
A search over many years by myself (Neal) involving many thousands of 1920 pennies has failed
to find a single clear example of a NODOT London coin. I have seen over 200 London obverse 1920
pennies including 8 of the rare London DOBS but have never seen a genuine London NODOT.
I formed the opinion over that time that all so called “no scroll dot” coins when scrutinized closely
had the same die markers as coins with visible scroll dots and thus were actually dotted coins.
To demonstrate this while preparing this article I drew out the current London obverse coins from my
collection, excluded the rare London DOBS types and worked on 83 London obverse pennies both with
visible scroll dots and no apparent scroll dots. I listed and photographed the distinct die markers on reverse
and obverse sides.

The examination of the 83 pennies found 56 of the 83 had a die flaw through IND on the obverse
(image 1) and the remaining 27 had a die chip on the E of the word PENNY (image 6) on the reverse.
This divided the 83 coins into two basic groups for further inspection.
Two flaw groups. The IND flaw group.
Examining the 56 pennies with the IND obverse flaw found 32 of these had a readily visible scroll
dot and 24 the scroll dot was not readily visible. On closer examination I found 52 of the 56 of these could
be corroborated as being struck from the same paired reverse die by the presence a minute die mark
(possibly a polishing mark) above the letters CO (image 3) and/or the presence of a scroll dot. Additionally
a “NN” spur (image 4), probably the result of a die clash appears on some coins and is consistent in its
position and characteristics that separate it from any other 1920 penny with a die clash.
An obverse rim flaw above “ITT”(image 2) is also seen. Of the remaining 4 coins 3 were bashed
and grimy and could not be resolved further and the last had the distinctive spur.
I will term this group the “IND” die pair.

The E flaw group.
Examining the 27 pennies with the flaw on the “E” found 20 had a readily visible scroll dot and on 7
the scroll dot was not readily visible. As a group all coins could be corroborated as being struck from the
same reverse die by virtue of the E flaw. As well all of these could be corroborated as being struck from
the same paired obverse die by the presence of a mark on the King’s collar (image 8) and also a small blob
to the right of the cross on the crown (image 9). Towards the end of the die’s life a minute crack developed
through “REX FD” (not shown).
Also 15 coins had a die crack on the reverse through "A" in “weAlth” (image 7) as well as a
different distinct “NN” spur (image 11).
As all coins with spurs had the die crack through “A” and no coin without a die crack had a Spur it
is therefore reasonable to assume that clashing of the dies at some point both formed the spur and cracked
the reverse die. Some coins with the “E” flaw are also seen to have a flaw about the “F” in the word OF
(image 12).
I will term this group the “Echip” die pair.
The conclusions.
The conclusion of this examination was that irrespective of the apparent presence of any scroll dot all
coins were identified as BELONGING TO 2 PAIRS OF DIES and both reverse dies did start out with a
scroll dot. Where no scroll dot is apparent on a coin it has been obscured by wear or lack of strike.
Below is a list of the die pair characteristics so you may compare your own coins.
Die pair IND
Characteristics:
1/ die flaw in IND on the obverse
2/ rim fault ITT on obverse.
3/ die mark CO on reverse
4/ Spur on reverse.
5/ scroll dot position

(image 1)
(image 2)
(image 3)
(image 4)
(image 5)

Die pair Echip
Characteristics:
1/ flaw in the E of PENNY on the reverse
2/ die crack through A on the reverse (dubs)
3/ mark on kings collar on obverse
4/ tiny blob next to crown cross
5/ scroll dot position
6/ upset strike “1” in date lines up with center obv dot

(image 6)
(image 7)
(image 8)
(image 9)
(image 10)

Images of die markers.

Image 1 IND the flaw

Image 2 IND: rim flaw ITT

o
Image 3 IND: CO mark

Image 5 IND: scroll dot position

Image 4 IND: spur and visible dot.

o
Image 6 the Echip flaw

image 7 Echip: “A” crack

o
Image 8 Echip: blob on kings collar

o
Image 9 Echip: tiny blob next to crown

o
o
Image 10 Echip: dot (just visible) position.

Image 11 Echip and spur and dot

o
Image 12 Echip: F die flaw

image 13 Comparison of obverses.

Another die pair?
Stuart Andersen2 in the survey of a horde containing 1,490 pennies dated 1920 also found the
relative scarcity of the two die pairs. Of the 30 pennies with the London obverse he found 22 with the IND
die mark and 7 with the die chip on the E. The remaining coin was a DOBS /London a variety that again will
be covered in a later article. Stuart did not classify any as NODOT London.
According to Sharples5 the Melbourne Mint only retained 2 London obverse dies and both of these
dies are presumably the two obverses described in this article. It is theoretically possible that either of these
2 dies was also paired with a third die reverse die (NODOT) but the changing of dies was uncommon. There
are a handful of 1920 die pairs from over 90 pairs in the author’s collection where 2 reverses are paired with
a single obverse, but none occur in the 30 DUBS pairs. Hence the likelihood of it occurring with the 2
London obverses that Melbourne possessed is quite low.
Thus for any Melbourne struck 1920 penny to have an English/London obverse it would have to share
either the chip on the collar die (image 8) or the “IND” die (image 1).

How to pick 1920 London/English or Indian obverses.
Image 13 depicts the layout of the interesting part of the obverses at the top of the coin.. The two
upper coins are the two London/English dies of the IND and Echip groups. The lower coin is a Indian
obverse coin. Note the recognition points:
1/ London/English, the “R” of “BRITT” has a short tail, the second leg of the “N” in “OMN” points
to a gap between the rim beads, the “O” in “OMN” is in line with the “MN”. The IND rim shows the
characteristic flaw above “ITT”.
2/ Indian, the “R” has a longer tail, the second N leg points at a bead, the “O” is dropped.

Conclusion.
If you think you have a NODOT London in your collection then you should check on the die markers
and data we have provided. If your coin does have the characteristics listed then the coin is either one of the
two die pair LDUBS we detail. If not then it is either a new die pair we have never seen or perhaps you have
the extremely rare DOBS London! That coin we will look at in part three of this series.
At this point it is assumed that Melbourne mint struck the London/English obverse DUBS coins with
only a faint chance that Perth may have struck some but no chance the Sydney was involved.
For any feedback on this article please contact me via email at nagbs@outlook.com

Addendum 1 Fred’s Apparent NODOT coin.

o
Image 14 no dot?

Image 15 it has a dot!

The bland reverse side auction photo (image 14) of the coin referred to in my introduction just does
not have enough clarity to substantiate any rarity. My x5 photo (image 15) with slanted LED light shows
the awful truth it’s a DUBS! The dot is faint but its there in the correct place. The obverse was an IND die
type, the IND flaw also impossible to see in the poor quality obverse photo (not shown).

Addendum 2 Independent Research.
After the printing of part 1 I received a private communication about unpublished research
regarding the 1920 London obverse “NODOT” pennies that support the basic premise of this article using
the same basic major die markers. While the sample size may have been much smaller the conclusion was
the same. Quoting from this information20 the conclusion was: “All No Dot London die obverses are in
fact Dot Below Bottom Scroll type.”
Addendum 3 Upset.
It was only after reviewing my coins on hand I noticed the glaring obvious. ALL my English
obverse Echip type coins have an identical upset. The King is rotated about 15deg or to put it another way
the “1” in the date lines up with the centre dot under the King. On the other hand all my “IND” coins are
about in line that is the center obverse dot lines up with the center of the date.
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Chapter 3
The 1920 DOBS English, which Mint did it come from?
Introduction by Fred.
This part of the series on the 1920 Australian penny discusses a theory about the source of minting of the
“DOBS” Dot Over Bottom Scroll English obverse variety and the recognition features.
Please note in this article a change in my way of labeling the obverse side from the word “London” to the
word “English”. It’s my entire fault. I should have known better and followed John Dean’s 1 lead in 1965 where he
used the word “English” as opposed to Dion Skinner’s2 use of “London”.
A system where the Reverse of the pennies is listed after the city of origin and the Obverse listed from the
country of origin is inviting. This then ties in nicely with obverses being called Indian and English and reverses as
Birmingham, Calcutta and London as the prime sources of the dies and punches. Yes there are lower order
derivatives where dies were hubbed on and modified and we could talk of Sydney, Melbourne and Perth reverses
and obverses and this may need some sprucing up as time goes by to fit in with die recognition by the scroll dot
pattern type of strike and die markers.
So in this offering where you see “English” used, just mutter “London” under your breath while reading if
you think as I do! If you are new to pennies the English obverse is characterized most notably by the
upright leg of the “N” in the letters OMN pointing between rim beads rather than the Indian obverse
where the leg points at a rim bead. Examine the images of each type of obverse and the description of
differences further on in this article to clarify this.
I’ll hand the controls over to Neal now and sit in the co pilot’s seat and interject every now and then.
The English DOBS striking.
By far the most rare of the 1920 varieties is the Dot Over Bottom Scroll, DOBS coin (image 1) with the
English obverse (image 2). The variety was widely reported by Saxton and Raynes in a CAB article3 with a
second example found quickly by Peter Andrews4. Since then fewer than 10 examples have been reliably
reported. Only the 1930 English and 1916 Halfpenny “mule” are as rare in Australian circulating coins. The
scroll dot is a regular round shape on an undamaged coin. See image 3 for a close up view of the dot at x40
magnification.

Image 1. Genuine DOBS reverse
Image 2. Genuine English DOBS obverse
Where was the coin minted?
The DOBS penny is regarded, as being from Sydney and it is tempting to believe that this dot position was
only a product of the Sydney mint. However the DOBS dies were received in Melbourne5 from Calcutta
partly made and completed to suit our presses there. This furnished the opportunity for Melbourne to do a
test strike. Perth is also a possibility as Sydney sent some 1920 dated reverse dies to Perth9 in late 1921.
Therefore it is possible that any of the three mints may have struck DOBS coins.

Why Melbourne did NOT strike English DOBS coin.
According to Sharples 6 the Melbourne mint only retained 5 English obverse dies after the striking of the
1919 pence and 3 of these were sent to Sydney prior to the arrival of the 1920 dated hubs and dies. As the
remaining 2 English obverse dies have been identified in a CAB article12 as DUBS English pairs and neither
of these matches the obverse of the DOBS English variety it is clear that Melbourne did not strike this coin.
Melbourne destroyed the 1920 masters in August 1921 and therefore had no opportunity to strike 1920 dated
coins when the new English obverse arrived with the 1922-dated hub.
Why Sydney did NOT strike the DOBS English coin.
Although Sydney had DOBS reverse and English obverses available, the strike characteristics of
Sydney struck coins and particularly the obverse is very different to the to the Perth and Melbourne mints.
Image 4 shows a typical Sydney penny obverse striking with low flat rims and merged beads that are found
on even high-grade coins.
This flat rim is found on the 1924 Indian obverse coins that are known to have been struck at
7
Sydney . It is not a feature of the die but of the mint machinery as also shown by the 1927 Indian by
observation of coins. One of the Indian obverse dies from 1924 has been identified (this will covered in a
later article) and was reused at Melbourne to strike all their 1927 Indians8. In Sydney the coins struck had a
flat rim but when struck at Melbourne with same die the coins had a high rim. As the DOBS English in the
author’s collection has high rims the Sydney coining presses could not have struck them. A small possibility
still exists that the DOBS English was struck as a specimen strike, possibly on a medal press. If that occurred
then why were none retained?

Image 3. Micro photo of genuine dot

Image 4. Sydney Indian shallow rim obverse

Why Perth probably struck the DOBS English.
Anthea Harris9 records Perth as receiving dies from late 1921 until June 1922.
There were 2 reverse dies from Sydney that were dated 1920 as well as 14 obverse dies. They were all
probably Indian as Bill Mullet10 noted that Sydney destroyed the 3 pairs from Melbourne dated 1919 in
1924. According to Harris Perth also received a number of obverse dies from both London and Melbourne. It
is probable that the obverse dies from London were English as were any dies sent from Melbourne after
January 1922.
Therefore it is quite feasible for Perth to have struck this 1920-dated coin during 1922. As both
Melbourne and Sydney were unlikely to have struck this coin this leaves Perth as the Mint that did the deed.

Visible die markers.
The only die markers visible to the eye on the DOBS English coin are the fused beads above the letters TT in
BRITT on the obverse see Image 5. There are also several flaws visible by means of magnification. There is
a small flaw bridging the lower section of third and fourth denticles to the right of the letters TT and a flaw
through the D of letters F D, see Image 6.
These flaws are to be seen on the Raynes coin14. This shows the same obverse die was used. Jon Saxton
suggests that the misshapen dot on the Raynes coin is indicative of a different reverse die compared to the
Andrews coin but as no reverse die flaw is known for the DOBS English this can neither be confirmed nor
denied.

Image 5. Fused beads ITT obverse die marker.

Image 6. The flaw on D

Other tests.
At the time of writing a survey of over one thousand each of 1919 and 1922 and over one hundred
1921 dated English obverses has been carried out and no coin has been detected with the same obverse die
markers. This suggests that this obverse die was used only in the production of the EDOBS coin.
It is known that the Australian mints received instructions to change the alloy of the bronze in mid
192111. As both Sydney and Melbourne had finished striking the 1920 pence by January 1921 this leaves
Perth as the only mint to strike 1920 dated pennies with the new bronze formula. Metallurgical analysis such
as non-destructive XRF analysis may provide the proof but the specialized equipment is beyond the scope
(and pockets) of the authors.
Forgeries.
Be very careful of deceptions. It is possible to be offered an English obverse coin with seemingly no
other scroll dot visible but one over the bottom scroll. In reality the coin may be a DUBS coin where this dot
is barely visible. A false dot or mark in the correct position can then be taken to be genuine
Fred says: I have experienced just this. See image 7 and compare this with image 8 . All you see now
on Image 7 is the circular valley to the left of centre where the “dot” was before it fell off by light cleaning.
The “dot” was a dome shaped corrosion bubble of just the right size attached to the right hand side of the
valley. If you squint very hard you may make out the genuine dot under the bottom scroll. This coin also has
the die marker of the of the crack across the “A” in the word “commonwealth” on the reverse proving it
really to be a DUBS coin and has none of the genuine DOBS obverse markers. Buyer beware! I am now
poorer but much wiser.
Inspect your coin for any of the die markers known to occur on genuine DUBS English obverse coins
as discussed in Part 2 of this series. Then you will know if you are being misled.

Image 7. False dot

Image 8. True dot for comparison

Misrepresentation.
Unbelievably there are traders who totally misrepresent a coin. As an example take this coin shown
in Images 9 to 11 that was put up for auction at a starting price in excess of $4000. This was stated to be
“Dot Above Bottom Scroll London Obv EXT RARE aFine”. The description and the asking price leave no
doubt that the seller is presenting the coin as the rare English (London) obverse variety. Unfortunately one
can plainly see even from the low resolution auction photo that the coin has an Indian obverse with the
characteristic Sydney mint weakness, which wipes about three zeroes off the value!
Note the relationship of the colon at the BOTTOM of the coin to the beads (should point directly at a
bead not in between) and the “O” in OMN, which is a dropped O typical of the Indian die (refer to Image 4)
not a fuller O in line with the other letters (refer to image 2). Nor does it have the fused rim beads or D
marker simply because they are not there.
On enhancing the reverse side the dot is seen to be placed to the right of centre not left of centre thus
adding to the determination that the coin is simply a DOBS Indian coin. Compare Image 10 with Image 8.
When queried the seller initially made little comment other than he would look in to it and clearly
had no idea or was disingenuous and deceptive. I have to apologize for the poor quality of Images 9 to 11
and these are enhanced! Unfortunately this is how these sellers show coin images, in low resolution and
murky in the attempt to hide any detail and to deceive the unwary. Subsequently the coin was withdrawn
from sale.

Image 9. So-called “London” obverse

Image 10. Dot position

Image 11. Reverse

Conclusion.
The 1920 DOBS English is not only extremely rare but it is also the earliest dated penny that can be
tentatively attributed to the Perth mint. Then if Perth struck these coins this was carried out in early 1922 and
once more demonstrates that the year on a coin does not have to be the year of minting.
Collectors should check their DOBS pennies for the English obverse as even low-grade examples are
worth a lot of money but beware of misrepresentation or forgeries.
The author is conduction a census to find out how many examples exist of the dot above English in
collections. If you know of any sales/auctions or examples of this type of coin please email Neal. For this
any comments on this article email Neal at nagbs@outlook.com
In the next article in this series we will look at the double dot and dot over top scroll varieties.
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Chapter 4
The Enigmatic Double Dot and Dot Over Top 1920 Pennies.
Introduction by Fred Lever.
This article discusses the two Indian obverse varieties; the double dot (DBLDOT) and dot over top
scroll (DOTS) that are in many cases mistaken for one another. The reason for confusion is the lower dot on
the DBLDOT is often faint or missing leaving the upper dot only apparent. The coin is then mistaken for a
DOTS. One needs to know of any die markers and the exact location of the dots to make sure. This series of
articles16 has prompted me to look very closely at the DBLDOT and DOTS coins in my collection and to my
delight proved that one of my DBLDOT was actually a DOTS! The lower “dot” on the coin in question was
a dint that masqueraded as a dot and not at all in the correct geographical position. Once more I will hide
behind the excuse that I had collected and catalogued a lot of these coins some years ago when I knew a lot
less about the finer points of the 1920 coinage and was a lot less rigorous about investigating coin markers.
See images 1 and 2 for a general view of the genuine DOTS coin and Images 3 and 4 for the genuine
DBLDOT coin. Both of these varieties exhibit FBL (flat based letters) on the reverse which may have some
connection with the methods used to produce the working dies.

Image 1 DOTS reverse

Image 2 DOTS obverse

Image 3 DBLDOT reverse

Image 4 DBLDOT obverse

Another interesting coin in my collection had both a dot over the top scroll and a dot over the bottom scroll!
Was this an unheralded DOTSDOBS variety? Unluckily for me this is most definitely a DOBS flat rim
“Sydney” obverse variety as confirmed by some other die markers such as the lower dot being high and
centre placed and a small “dot” to the left of the Y of the word PENNY. This is a case of a most fortunate
placed dot like mark. Until somebody finds some more identical examples it has failed as the “Scoop of the
Year” die variety and remains a singular curiosity only.
See image 5 for a normal DOTS dot, Image 6 for the DBLDOT dot. Image 7 shows the false dot and Image
8 the die marker “dot” indicating the coin to be a DOBS flat rim obverse die pair. Note well how a “dot like”
feature can occur and can be misconstrued to be a mintmark dot when fortunately placed. After you read this
article I would recommend a thorough check of any coin bought or said to be either a DBLDOT or DOTS
coin, as it may be one or the other or neither!

O

Image 5 DOTS top dot

Image 7 DOBS/DOTS false dot

O

Image 6 DBLDOT top dot

Image 8 DOBS dot before Y

I have only seen one die pair for the DBLDOT coins in my collection and these coins all share the same die
mark on the letter W of the word commonwealth, see Image 9.
At this point I will hand the discussion about DOTS and DBLDOT coins over to Neal Effendi and take the
passengers seat. Neal has done a survey on a much larger number of coins than I have and carried out
considerable research on this subject in order to unravel the confusion.

Neal Effendi takes over.
The 1920-penny is a popular coin for collectors and researchers. The scarce double dot (DBLDOT) and dot
over top scroll (DOTS) varieties are particularly desired. A big problem is most people have trouble telling
them apart because so many of the DBLDOT coins have a weak or worn lower dot and may be called DOTS
in error1.
More recently several numismatists 2,3 have posted online information on the main die markers of the two
varieties but these markers are frequently difficult to distinguish on a photograph.

It was not until 1985 when John Sharples4 included the DOTS variety as distinct from the DBLDOT that
numismatists first became aware of its existence. Even then the source of the two varieties was unknown and
Sharples speculated that they may have been struck in Sydney.
Catalogue Records.
The DBLDOT was included in many catalogues of the 1960’s 5,6,7. Dean called it P20F and described it as
“Rare. Dots occur in a variety of positions”. We now know that only a single die was used for DBLDOT
and this may account for those who found a DOTS, noted differences with the DBLDOT and did not realize
the significance of the difference. For example Phil Bird16 listed under “DD” as “P20Di mintmark above top
scroll only”. Even as late as 1993 when Holland published his seminal work9 he was reluctant to include the
DOTS in his list even though he acknowledged Sharple’s finding. It was not until 1996 that collectors in
general were made aware of the variety when Phil Bird10 rated the DOTS as extremely rare and only the
dropped 1931 Indian as rarer.
After that the variety was recorded by many including Mos Byrnes11, Jon Saxton, Fred Lever, Ian
McConnelly, and the McDonalds catalogue. Prior to the 1960’s collecting boom even the DBLDOT was not
generally known. In 1953 J.Hunt Deacon12 did not include the variety in his list nor did Heyde13 in 1945 and
neither did Bond14 in a survey of thousands of pennies.
Melbourne struck the DBLDOT and DOTS.
This oversight by numismatists and collectors in not listing both the DBLDOT and DOTS until the 1960’s or
later is unfortunate as both coins and others were exhibited at the Numismatic Society of Victoria by W.A.
Hall on the 9/11/2015. The Melbourne mint had not began to strike the 1920 penny until 7/9/20 and the
Sydney mint began on 6/10/20.
As Hall had exhibited a DUBS, a NODOT, a DBLDOT and a DOTS but not the DOBS it is safe to presume
that coins from Sydney had not arrived in Victoria and safe to presume that the DBLDOT and DOTS were
minted in Melbourne.
Coins offered as DOTS.
The DOTS is such a scarce penny that collectors are willing to pay to obtain one and sellers are charging a
high price. Over the months of May to July 2013 just nine DOTS were offered on eBay in Australia and
none offered on eBay in other countries. In contrast over one hundred DBLDOT were on offer in the same
period. The problem is that six of the nine so called DOTS were DBLDOT; one had an image that was too
poor to see detail leaving just two coins as being genuine. The genuine coins were determined by having
enough detail to see the dot as being different from the dot on a DBLDOT and also the absence of a known
DBLDOT die marker the die flaw above the letter W in the word “commonwealth”, see Image 9. Neither
coin had enough detail to make out a DOTS marker, being the weak flaw adjacent to the last A in the word
“Australia”, see Image 10. This is a very shallow mark (arrowed) originating where the lower leg of the A
curves around into the foot. The flaw runs downwards for a few mm and is easily lost in the background of
dings and scrapes.
Of the six coins that were misrepresented only three had enough detail in the image to make out the W flaw.
So how were the other three false DOTS coins suggested as not being the genuine article? They had DIE
CLASH marks otherwise popularly called “spurs” which is another die marker to recognize a DBLDOT, see
Image 11, but is not seen on DOTS coins.

Image 9 DBLDOT flaw above W

Image 10 DOTS flaw beside A

Image 11 DBLDOT multiple die clashes

Die clashing.
A survey of the twenty genuine DOTS coins currently in the authors collection found that while less than
half had a visible fault on the A, NONE have die clash marks, “spurs”. Therefore it is safe to assume that if
a coin offered as a DOTS and has a spur is not a DOTS.
The most likely coin to be misrepresented is a DBLDOT coin as it is the only other variety with a top scroll
dot. Fortunately most DBLDOTS have at least one spur and the spur is heavy enough that it is visible on all
the fuzziest of images.
A survey of sixty eight genuine DBLDOT coins found that twenty one had triple spurs, twenty four had
double spurs, eleven had single spurs and the remaining twelve had no spur. This indicates that some coins
were struck before the first die clash occurred and most after the die pair suffered further clashes.
An easy method to identify DBLDOT and DOTS pennies.
Table of recognition.
DOTS

DBLDOT

Visible top dot

image 5

Deep struck top dot

image 6

No bottom dot

image 1

Shallow struck bottom dot.

image 3

None have spurs

image 11

Most have spurs

None have W flaw

image 9

All have W flaw

Some have A flaw

image 10

None have A flaw.

Conclusion.
By this method of watching out for spurs and assisted by other die markers it is possible to avoid overpaying
for a mislabeled DOTS coin. On a number of occasions over the years it has been observed that buyers have
paid several hundred dollars for alleged DOTS coins with spurs when the same grade of DBLDOT coin sells
for much less. The buyers have given positive feedback and remain unaware of what they have. Buyer
beware!!
In the next article in this series we will look at the “no dot Indian” or “plain” variety of the 1920 penny and
investigate why this coin is often misidentified.
For any comment or feedback on this article contact Neal via email at nagbs@outlook.com.
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Chapter 5
The 1920 No Dot Indian.
Introduction by Fred.
This article discusses a variety of the more common Indian obverse of the 1920 penny as distinct
from the scarcer English obverse. To remind new readers, the Indian Obverse has the “N” in the abbreviation
“OMN” with its second upstroke leg pointing at a rim bead while the English obverse the leg points at a gap
between the rim beads. There are more differences to be seen, please refer to a previous article1 for more
information. The English no dot (ENODOT) coin was covered in detail in a CAB article previously2 and a

lot of the general discussion about the reason for dot obscuration discussed there applies to the Indian
variety.
When identifying the less common and therefore more expensive scroll dot varieties the issues of
weak strike or wear and tear concealing dots come to the fore. It just happens that Indian no dot (INODOT)
coins in general are regarded as scarcer and so command a premium. Once more we could use the term “no
apparent dots” because in a lot of cases the dots are there just not easily seen.
There is a correlation that Neal will discuss later that introduces again the characteristic of the rim
letters on the reverses of having Flat Based (FBL) or Curved Base (CBL) striking. See Image 1 for FBL (the
notation “die pair 2” will be discussed later) and image 2 for CBL. Take particular attention of the feet of
the “L’s” “T’s” and “I’s” and note the subtle concaving and thinning of the CBL as compared to the FBL.
The Indian obverses were paired with reverses with various scroll dot combinations ranging from
none (NODOT), dot under the bottom scroll (DUBS), dot over bottom scroll (DOBS), dot over top scroll
(DOTS) and dot under bottom scroll + dot over top scroll (DBLDOT). As the number of coins actually
minted with some die combinations were far less than some others there is a perceived scarcity of some
combinations like NODOT and so the asking price will vary according to this as well as the condition of the
coin.
Neal notes the particular relation of CBL to DUBS coins and FBL to NODOT coins and lists the die
markers. This will assist us in deciding whether we have a scarcer NODOT or a more common dot variety
and paid too much money.

Image 1 FBL INODOT (die pair 2)

Image 2 CBL no apparent dot

On the subject of numbers minted even the major catalogues vary wildly in their guesstimates and
descriptions. Some mainstream catalogues don’t even recognize that English obverses exist in the 1920
mintage thus totally ignoring one of the most rare and expensive pennies to be found (the EDOBS) and
persist in the myth that the NODOT coin has the greatest value! On that level of accuracy one should not
take much notice of the information contained within them.
Neal will now take over the discussion and first look at the market as it is today, discuss prices and
availabilities and then get to the hard core issues of identification of NODOT from DUBS.
Neal looks at the market.
A survey of auction catalogues has found fewer than 20 genuine (in the author’s opinion) of
INODOT in above gVF grade over the past decade. In comparison there have been many of the other
varieties offered. The PCGS11 population report lists just 13 INODOTS of which only 7 are higher than
XF40. The No Dot Indian (INODOT), also known as the 1920 plain is a coin very likely to be mislabeled on
auction sites, in catalogues and even in slabs by the first tier of third party graders (TPGs). The reason is the
variety is difficult to identify and the lure of a hefty price premium. This encourages sellers to label almost
any 1920 penny with no visible scroll dots as being the scarcer coin. Fortunately for buyers of the first tier

slabs the grading companies concerned compensate for their errors and any reputable vendor should gladly
refund when presented with proof of the error.
Even the numbers minted and quantity of dies used in relation to individual varieties is unknown.
Catalogue mintage figures usually lump all 1920 pennies together with the notation “included in above”. A
large amount of work derived from mint records has been published, please refer to John Sharples work3 for
an overall view but even this does not distinguish accurately between dot varieties.
Values paid in the market.
The premium for NODOT is huge with the highest price paid for an INODOT being $75,000 grade
PCSG MS64+. By comparison an IDUBS MS64 recently sold for $3,011.
It should be noted that there was a PCGS XF40 supposed INODOT sold in April 2013 at $1500 that was
CBL (Curved Base Letters) and it is not the only false NODOT in a slab that has been seen.
Pennies with CBL that would grade to XF40 (only VF Australian grading) can be had for under $20 and
even a PCGS VF35 INODOT recently sold for $16.56 so both the grade and being an INODOT are
important to the value. Unslabbed (raw) coins are even more likely to be mislabeled in auctions both in the
major auction houses and online.
Over a 2 month period on eBay there were 134 pennies sold as INODOT. The images were too poor
to see if the coins were FBL or CBL for 51 of the coins. Of the remainder 34 were CBL, 8 were FBL dot
below, 2 were English obverses, 4 were dot over bottom scroll and 1 was double dot. The remaining coins
were FBL of which 7 were definitely NODOT with the remaining 27 mostly DUBS with a worn dot as they
lacked the visible die markers of the 2 most common NODOT dies. Asking prices varied widely depending
on condition of the coin or the gall of the vendor. The scarcity of genuine NODOTS on eBay is just a
reflection of the lack of professionalism of a large number of vendors. The relation of CBL and FBL to
genuine IDUBS and recognition features of the INODOT will now be discussed.
Why CBL is important to IDUBS coins.
The author has found that ALL CBL 1920 coins are IDUBS. Therefore any coin with CBL
represented as being a NODOT will be a DUBS.
A NODOT coin should have FBLs. However a FBL coin can have any dot position.
In 2013 a survey of 1,347 CBL pennies found that 1235 could be identified as coming from 44
reverse dies and every one of those dies was a DUBS. The remaining 112 coins were too battered to be sure.
Other experienced collectors have also noted that CBL 1920 pennies are also ONLY DUBS4. Now it only
requires the slabbers and auction houses to learn this simple rule and we will all be singing from the same
page.
How can you be certain a coin is genuine INODOT?
You cannot be 100% certain. Some collectors DENY that any NODOTS exist at all only being coins
from filled dies. Others believe the variety only exists as specimen strikes from the opening of the Sydney
mint5. At least one dealer6 holds that only a single die was used.
The only 99% reliable method was to identify the NODOT dies by using clearly evident NODOTS
coins and to provide a list of die markers as a tool. This entailed sorting through thousands of 1920 pennies.
That has been a task that has not been attempted before as it is both difficult to obtain that many coins and
requires immense patience.
This task has now been done. Once the thousands of CBL ( remember all CBL are DUBS) , English
obverse, and clearly identified DBLDOT, DOTS, DOBS coins were removed only 715 FBL coins were left.
These 715 coins were either DUBS or no visible dot. Then twenty four DUBS dies pairs were identified
involving 457 coins, 32 coins were unidentified because of condition and could have been from any FBL die
but the odds are there were all DUBS or NODOT.
Five die pairs were identified involving 222 coins that had no visible dot and are therefore tentative
NODOT dies. The balance of 4 coins may have been DUBS involving another die but were uncertain owing
to condition. Now, 222 probable NODOTS compared with 457 FBL DUBS demonstrates that the NODOT
coin is only scarce in average grade. Do not believe the hype that the variety is rare.
Selection Bias.
This however raises the anomaly of why the NODOT variety is rare in high grades and statistically
far rarer that should be expected. A plausible reason is that early collectors engaged in selection bias leading
to survivorship bias. Survivor bias is where the lack of visibility of a subset, such as NODOTS compared to
the various readily visible dot positions leading to selection bias. This may have caused early collectors to

overlook the bland NODOTS coins and preferentially keep coins with dots. The end result is that relatively
few genuine NODOTS coins survived in pristine condition. Over the next 40 plus years few collectors would
have pulled mid to semi high grade NODOTS from circulation as selection bias would favor them keeping
coins with a pronounced dot. This is supported by the observation that the variety with the most pronounced
dot (DOBS) is the variety most often found in VF and higher grades even though the DUBS (both FBL and
CBL) undoubtedly accounted for over two-thirds of the entire mintage and the NODOTS mintage was in the
hundreds of thousands.
Where were the NODOTS struck?
Both Sydney and Melbourne are listed in catalogues as striking the NODOT. The three most
common pairs have all been observed in grades of near UNC or higher at major auctions. Of particular
interest is that Nobles7 sold an aUNC with a recognized die marker (see die pair 1 in table 1) reverse in
August 2013 that was described as “having a specimen like reverse” and being of the A.M. LeSouf
collection.
This reverse shared the obverse die with a dot above bottom scroll die as seen by Nobles sale 82 lot
1452. This may support the belief that LeSouef obtained the NODOT specimens at the Sydney mint
opening8. However a NODOT penny was exhibited in Melbourne9 on 6/11/20 and no mention of the coin
coming from Sydney was made.
A few days earlier Dr Andrews had exhibited two 1920 pennies and noted the DUBS was minted in
Melbourne and the DOBS was minted in Sydney, from the first issue of Sydney struck pennies. Dr
Andrews was a noted collector and writing his eponymous catalogue at that time and did not record Sydney
striking NODOT coins.
Strike characteristics and derivative Master Hub differences for the dies used to strike the Le Souef
specimen and the Lot 1452 DOBS penny indicate that they were not struck in Sydney. Future CAB articles
will examine this in depth.
The relative lack of high grade NODOTS compared to DUBS does not support the theory of Sydney
striking NODOTS at the opening ceremony, especially as Lady Davidson struck the first Sydney penny at
that time. Assuming there were test strikes at Sydney in preparation to the official striking there may have
existed some various dot varieties but these are not disclosed anywhere.
With the number of notables present it would be expected that many would have been preserved for
posterity. This may explain why DOBS coins are the variety most likely to be found in MS grades.
Die Marks.
The 5 Die Pairs of FBL NODOT die marks are listed in table 1 and shown in photos 3 to 12.
Table 1 Die Pairs
Die pair
1
2
3
4
5

coins
38
85
56
29
14

reverse mark
dot before 19,
dot before Y,
flaw TH,
flaw next 3rd A,
no reverse faults,

obverse mark
bulging VDG
dots on king’s nose dot mp
die crack 1920,die crack MP
die mark denticles below king
die mark in denticles below king

image.
3,4
5,6
7,8,9
10,11
12

Pair 1/ The dot before the 19 is obvious, the bulging VDG is subtler being a change in the table of the coin
surrounding the letters and needs close study to be seen.
Pair 2/ The dot before the Y and beside the King’s nose are small but not too hard to spot.
Pair 3/ The flaw in TH is a die crack like feature which bridges the tops of the letters T and H and protrudes
on either side. The date die crack is easy to see being a standard circular die failure. The die crack through
MP is similar to the TH flaw extending as a circular “ crack” through the top of the letters.
Pair 4/ The flaw next to the third A is subtle, direct your attention to the top of the internal cross bar of the A
and track left ( up in the photo) to the point shown by the arrow. The flaw is half moon in appearance and
not very proud. The marks in the denticles are small but once located present as “crack like” flaws between
the three beads to the left of the 6 o’clock point.
Pair 5/ the flaw is minute and bridges the fourth and fifth denticles to the right of the 6 o’clock point.

Image 3 dot before19

Image 4 bulging VDG

Image 5 dot Y

Image 6 dot on kings nose

Image 7 flaw TH

Image 8 die crack 1920

Image 9 crack MP

Image 10 flaw next to A

Image 11 denticle flaw left of 6 oclock

Image 12 denticle flaw right of 6 oclock.

It is possible that one or more of the above die pairs in table 1 will be later proved to be DUBS when
higher grade coins from fresh dies are studied. It is also possible that one or more NODOT dies will still be
found as some 1920 pennies are known to the author to be scarce and found at a rate of less than one
example in every thousand 1920 pennies. Also the mint procedure was to prepare dies in batches of six10 so
it is possible that 6 dies were not punched with a dot. The number of INODOT coins thus minted can only
be estimated in the same way as any variety as no mint record exists linking dots with mintage or dies used.
Various authors have made assessments based on coins known in collections
Conclusion.
The INODOT coin is only a moderately scarce variety and not that difficult to obtain in lower grades.
In higher grades it is both scarce and rare. If you are going to buy one then make sure you can identify the
die pair as being NODOT by the cues offered in this article otherwise you risk making a costly mistake.
It is confirmed by the number of misidentified NODOT continually offered in slabs that while the
“professional” companies that provide this service may be experts in grading they are not necessarily experts
in identifying a variety. The author has seen “NODOT” coins with a perfectly visible dot in all types of sale
and must assume that the vendors in these cases are novices.
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Chapter 6
Upsets and Presses and Dies.
By Fred Lever
Following on from my initial article on 1920 pennies1 and taking a break from the in depth articles
on varieties with co author Neal Effendi2 I decided to lighten up a bit as my attention was attracted back to
the subject of the relationship between the reverse and obverse of the coins otherwise known as UPSET. It
is easy to establish an “upright” orientation of the of 1920 King George V pennies as the reverse lettering
provides a horizontal reference and the date always sits consistently between two dots either side in relation
to the horizontal and vertical reference. The date numerals give convenient angular lining up points in
relationship to the dot under the King on the obverse side. This dot is always in the same position in
relationship to the King and the rim lettering on all 1920 coins and marks the “6 o’clock” position of the die.
See photo 1 and 2 for a coin with nil upset. On a nil upset coin the obverse dot lines up between the 9 and
the 2. This is what I accepted as the correct orientation for the George V penny. For the purposes of
understanding upset it is worth while taking a diversion here and discuss some basics about coin pressing
especially for the readers that have not been involved in workshop activities.

Photo 1 and 2 normal coin side orientation nil upset.
Presses and the setting of dies.
Coin pressing machines come in all sizes and types with vary degrees of sophistication depending
on age and use. A machine may be an all purpose type capable of doing diverse jobs or a very special unit
intended for one type of job only. To visualize the basic arrangement of a press ram to hammer a coin die
through a blank planchet onto an anvil die it is easiest to show some pictures of an old general-purpose
press. Photo 3 shows the front view of a Bliss 3 50 ton press with a clearly seen ram punch and anvil die
nest area as shown closer up in Photo 4. This press is typical of the style of the 1960’s with a relatively
open construction, which reveals the main working parts. This baby is about 3 meters tall and weighs
1000’s of kilos so it doesn’t dance about while running.
In photo 4 the bare moving ram and base mounted anvil die area are clearly to be seen. In actual
operation the ram and anvil will be fitted with adaptors to hold the dies and the nest area will be full of
other working parts to do with feeding in the blank coins, holding them in a collar and ejecting them plus
all sorts of safety guards to prevent incidental loss of fingers. This machine is not much different from the
presses used in the 1920’s and the basic principals are the same. The operator typically was dressed in
grease stained overalls, hopper fed in buckets of planchets, adjusted the machine while running, pushed the
buckets and boxes of product around and generally mothered the machine looking out for mayhem as
things got stuck, broke, overheated or flailed themselves to bits.
In a modern mint all a photo of a coining press will show you is a huge metal box covered with
access, safety and viewing panels. There are a spotless operators with satisfied smiles watching the flat
screen monitors while the computers, the laser guidance and the robots do all the work! The Royal
Australian Mint is an example of this type cutting edge technology8. But they still get the die orientation
wrong! There is an excellent paper available on line from the University of Wollongong10 that discusses

and details die surface preparation as used at the R.A.M This is also a very good read for an
overview of coin production from the year dot to the present.
When working with punches and dies in pressing operations irrespective of the type of machine
the relationship between the moving die ram punch and the stationary anvil die obviously needs to be lined
up in all directions before proceeding to press. This relationship may be automatically set by reference
surfaces inherent in the structure of the two pieces and finalized by the computer. However in “olden”
days or in cruder mints the body of the die sets may have been just a plain round bodies clamped into
fixtures. The die nest may be bolted into slots on the bed of the machine and the die clamped in the nest.
With old machines one had to fiddle with both anvil die and ram punch position (tap with the copper
hammer!) before locking the parts down and trial pressing.
Photo 5 shows some modern die holders. This photo is taken from a series of articles9 about the
San Francisco mint and coin production at the mint. These lock into the Mint press standard ram and anvil
ends and adapt the dies to fit. Photo 6 has on the left a raw die direct from hubbing and on the right a die
with the body taper machined to fit into an adaptor holder kit. This is an excellent series of articles with
many photos of up to date machines and processes.

Photo 3 machine front view.

Photo 5 typical die holders

Photo 4 close up of ram and nest area.

Photo 6 typical dies.

Photo 7 A 1920’s style press

Photo 8 A press feed mechanism.

In Photo 7 which is a still taken from a U tube video clip you see a 1920’s electric powered screw
ram press operated by a gentleman who I am guessing is working on a single die or hub as there is no
planchet feed and eject mechanism in the nest area. The whole sequence5 can be viewed on line and also
shows some interesting footage of coining presses running which do have guards and would have been
similar to those used in Australia in the 1920’s. This sequence will give you an idea of the basic dynamics of
the job at the time.
Photo 8 shows a part view of 1980’s hydraulic coining press6 and specifically the rotating finger
feed plate mechanism into which is fed planchets from a hopper source. The planchets sit between the
fingers and with exquisite timing are rotated around under the (aligned!) dies which then slam together
stamping out the reverse and obverse. The plate continues rotating when the dies part and a constant stream
of planchets riding around then shuffle off the bed into a collection tray. See the web site concerned for
many more instructive photos and details about overhauling the press and placing it back into service. This
machine was typical of those used for coining in the 1980’s up to the turn of the millennia. Another excellent
site is the Denver Mint via the Coinnews.net site7 and many aspects of die and coin making are openly
shown and discussed.
Heads or Tails?
Just wandering off the subject of upsets a bit further, there is conjecture as to which die “heads” or
“tails” was mounted in which part of the press. By an older definition the die that is in the anvil IS the
obverse and the die in the ram IS the reverse. Somewhere along the line the Kings side of a coin became
known as the “obverse” and the dated side the “reverse” at least in the predecimal coins. From that
convention you may suspect that British and Commonwealth coins had the King’s side die conventionally
mounted in the anvil and so it became known as the obverse .

Photo 9 Anvil side cap

Photo 10 multiple die clash.

A careful mint would make obverse and reverse dies different in mounting sizes thus avoid the
spectacle of “doubled sided” errors from two identical dies mounted in one machine! A clue about where a
die was mounted for a particular type of coin is to consider off set struck or “bottle top” coins. Where struck
in a collar the cupping tends to be up towards the ram die. So if the cupping has the reverse side in the
hollow the reverse die was in the ram. The coin in Photo 9 a 1922 penny is an error you don’t often see
being the coin that stuck to the upper ram die commonly called the “cap” coin. The head side became the
“die” for the next incoming planchet and possibly struck several more “brockage” strikes before dislodging.
The coin is cupped up towards the reverse side.
Upsets are not always random.
Coming back to my main point of discussion the final positioning of a die with a round un-keyed
mounting needs a reference mark and the die sets used in 1920 may or may not have such a mark. My
initial thoughts viewing hundreds of 1920 coins of all types were the upset angles were just random about a
rough centre. However while tabulating the known factors of those varieties it became apparent that a degree
of upset of some types of coins might be deliberate. What I have found is that in some varieties ALL of that
variety have a particular upset value. This indicates the upset was peculiar to some local factor such as the
pressing machine, operator preference, or the pressing instruction on the job card for the orientation of the
King’s effigy in relation to the reverse side of the coin. As the dies may have lasted the whole of the mintage
for the particular variety and locked in the same position then ALL that variety will have the same upset,
barring accidents and creeping of position. It may be that a changed upset value in a variety only occurs
when parts start to creep over a larger mintage number or when a die needs to be changed and the operator
cannot align the incoming die to exactly the same position as the outgoing one.
Neal pointed out to me that there is clear evidence of the shifting of some dies a small way in service
as demonstrated by the phenomena of multiple “N spurs” where a die pair has clashed multiple times at
different angles and so reflecting this in the die and the stamped coins. See photo 10. There are also coins
that are a known variety but have an upset way out of normal and these are obviously from accidental
slipping or simply setting a fresh die way out of position.
In the 1960’s upset coins at all angles were legendary. Collectors with patience could make a clock
face with a circle of coins with the reverse kangaroo upright but with her Majesty facing each hour of the
clock. See photo 12 for a full upset 1962 coin in a mirror shot. Quality Assurance went right out the window
there! And the mint is still making upset coins today. There are many upset Dollar coins and of late one can
find year 2010 50cent pieces, see photo 13, that are oriented one flat out of step. Have a look at a normal
2010 coin in a mirror compare with this one and you will see the upset. An example of a die not moving in
production but starting from the wrong position. Also they never did quite make their mind up with the 20
cent coins around the year 2000 and coins can be found with differing “6 o’clock” starting positions as I
outlined in a 2007 CAB article4.

Photo 11 “EDUBS IND” type.

Photo 12 1962 full upset.

Photo 13 2010 upset.

Photo 14 “IND” 1920 upset.

Back to 1920
Coming back to the main issue when looking at my 1920 English obverse coins I found ALL the
English DUBS “IND” varieties have the same upset position as a group. In that group the dot lines up
always with the “1” in the date, see photo 14. This upset places the vertical line on the obverse passing
beside the “O” in OMN at the top and “G” in GEORGIVS at the bottom. This is a long way from normal and
places the King quite “nose down”, see photo 11. In a similar manner ALL of the English “ECHIP” varieties
have the same upset as a group. That’s exactly what you would expect where the dies stayed locked in the
press for the whole run. The coins have negligible upset that is the dot lines up between the “9” and the “2”.
This places the King in the traditional position leaning slightly back and nose level as in photo 2.
Passing onto the Indian obverse coins the upsets spread out in value for specific varieties as many
sets of dies pair were used in different machines. But still you can detect groups of coins that have similar
identification marks with the same upset value. The argument against this is for these higher mintage
varieties the upset could be just random movement. Neal pointed out to me one can find odd coins of a
recognizable variety with large amounts of upset. Whether they started like that on a die change or
wandered to that position is the essential question. This just needs investigation of a huge number of coins
this is way out of practical reach of a couple of enthusiasts.

Table 1
OBVERSE
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN
INDIAN

Tentative table of coin varieties versus upset.

TYPE SUB TYPE
DUBS
IND
DUBS
ECHIP
DOBS
NONE
DUBS
NONE
DOBS
NONE
DOTS
ITT
DBLDOT W MARK
NODOT DOT 19
NODOT
DOT Y
NODOT TH FLAW
NODOT A FLAW
NODOT
NONE

MINT
DOT=1
MELBOURNE
X
MELBOURNE
PERTH
MELBOURNE
X
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE
X
MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE

DOT=9

X
X
X

NIL
X
?
X
X
X
X

DOT=2 DOT=0

X
X
X

X

?
?
X

Conclusion.
The subject would need many more coins to be examined and more upset values for known varieties
be tabled to gain further conclusions. At this point I can set out a TENTATVIVE table for some varieties for
the purpose of argument and support or debunking. Please examine table 1. Refer to the CAB articles of
Effendi and Lever as per footnote 2 to determine the details of the varieties listed.

At this time only having sampled hundreds of coins all I can say is that a low mintage variety
possibly struck with one only die set only may all have identical upset. This upset may be of some assistance
in determining a variety when other die markers are obscured.
High mintage varieties may have many more values of upset depending on how the dies were
initially set and how they wandered in service and so will be of less value in variety identification until a
sufficiently larger sample size is investigated.
If you have any comment to make on this article particularly if you have some values for the rarer
English varieties please drop Fred Lever a line at: fred.lever@hotmail.com.
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Chapter 7.
Those dashed Penny Scroll Dots explained.
By Fred Lever
While working on Australia pennies my thoughts often wandered back to the scroll dots that appear
on 1919 and 1920 coins and the lack of plausible explanation as to what the dots are actually for. Why has
no one clearly explained this? There have been thousands of words and dozens of articles and papers
produced on the origin of the dies for the George V Halfpennies and Pennies where minute details and subtle
variations are explored yet no where have I seen a logical explanation for the “in your face” dots on the
pennies. See figs 1 and 2 for a couple of typical 1919 dotted pennies and figs 3 to 6 for a closer look at some
typical dots on 1919 and 1920 coins. Note how the position of the dots vary from die to die.

Fig 1 DUBS

Fig 2 DBLDOT

Fig 3 DOTS

Fig 4 DOTS

Fig 5 DOBS
Fig 6 DOBS
There have been some half guesses but generally researchers pretend they don’t exist or pass the
matter off with some vague “die identification” story. These 1919/1920 dots are very different to the dots
used later on by Perth on the KGVI coins long being known as Mint identification marks. I have constructed
the story below from my practical foundry and shop experience and I believe it to be correct.

Think like a coin maker.
The explanation is quite simple but you have to stop thinking like a coin “expert” most of whom
know very little about coins, and start thinking like a foundry or press shop worker versed in the use of
metals. As soon as I took my mind back to the foundry and press shops the answer was quite clear.
Those dashed dots are simply metal HARDNESS test points as left behind by a hardness tester on the
faces of the coining dies. The scroll dots were never part of the original design and only ever appeared as
afterthoughts on 1919 and 1920 Australian coins and did not appear on that design before or after those
years. Lets look at the reason for this as I see it.
Independent Aussies.
You have to put yourself into the shoes of the workers involved in Australian coin production circa
1919. The Australian mints were bursting to break free of mother England and go it alone with our own
coinage. However the plans to switch to alloy square coinage had gone belly up with gutless politicians
sabotaging the best-laid engineering plans. Tooling was desperately needed to kowtow and produce good
old British style round copper coinage. Read John Sharples1 and his account of the Penny reverse design for
some historical and technical background of the time.
With much grinding of teeth and swallowing of pride the mint engineers had to accept tooling
supplied yet again by the London controlled mints to at least get going on 1919 coins but were still in a
position where they were determined to go it alone as soon as possible. As there was little in the way of
hands on local die expertise they were on a metallurgical learning curve in the production of their own
master dies, hubbing punches and coining dies. Much of the tooling subsequently used around this time was
experimental in nature as demonstrated by the variations in coins produced in that decade.
The critical processes in producing coining dies from master tools are in the heat-treating to anneal or
harden the metals of the hubs and dies. The final aim was to produce a coining die with a field surface that
was tough, hard and strong enough to belt out coins from the softer bronze and give a satisfactory life in
terms of coin numbers before blunting too far or collapsing
Usually one would heat treat metal to a prescription knowing the type of alloy metal being used and
follow the book procedures laid out for that material. Variables such as flame type, duration of heating,
temperature used, volume of gas flow, quenching methods and so on were laid out in tables evolved over the
centuries and foundries followed these tables. A mint such as the London mint that supplied all the tooling
for coin production up to the date were well versed in heat treatment having virtually “written the book” on
coin production. A reading of an engineering handbook such as reference2 will give a back ground to metal
heat-treating.
We go it alone
The mint engineers were in a rather awkward position. Faced with time restrictions, the limited
amount of source tooling and needing to know exactly how well their procedures of metal preparation
worked out on the finished coining dies they did exactly what I would do. They carried out hardness tests on
the business end, the faces of the coining dies. There were several types of testers used back in those days as
typified by the Rockwell and Brinell machines.
Simply stated a hardness test involves pressing a ball point into the face of the metal under a known
pressure and the width or the depth of the impression of the metal under the ball is an indicator to the
hardness of the metal A less destructive test is the Scleroscope where a tiny hammer of about 3 grams is
bounced off the surface and the hardness indicated by how high the hammer bounces. This was a delicate
tester that was found more in a laboratory than in a press shop.
Rockwell testers came in all sorts of shapes and sizes from ones you hit with a hammer to digital
controlled electrically powered hydraulic units. They can have small pressure tips down to 1/16” in diameter
and I believe this is what was used.
Fig 7 shows my sketch of an old-fashioned shop tester showing only the essential parts for the brief
explanation of use below. This tester is a heavy and sturdy steel bodied device about 500mm tall bolted to a
workbench. At the top a gauge G indicates the depth of penetration and may be calibrated in Rockwell units.
The hydraulic cylinder H provides the pressure, which is applied through a piston ram to the tip T. The base
of the tester has an adjustable screw jack Z to accommodate various height test pieces and bring them up
within the range of the test tip.
In use the test piece such as a die D is placed on the screw jack and the jack adjusted in height to
bring the test piece immediately under the tip. The test tip is then lightly pressured onto the test piece with a
pre-load of about 10 Kilogram to take up any slackness and provide a starting point for the pressure test. The
gauge G which is mechanically linked to the hydraulic ram is then set to zero. Then the test load, which may

be 100 Kilogram, is applied by further pressuring the ram and as the tip pushes into the test piece the gauge
indicates the ram distance drop in Rockwell units by mathematical conversion of the amount of penetration.
Rockwell has many scales and schemes to cover all types of material but the common shop machine
had B and C scales using a 1/16” ( 1.6mm) diameter steel ball or a cone shape diamond tip as sketched in fig
8. In practice the Rockwell tester may not give great absolute readings but was ideal for speedy comparative
purposes.

Fig 7 Rockwell tester

Fig 8 Tips and the test impressions.

The Rockwell tester applies pressures in the range of 100’s of kilos the actual amounts selected to
give readable impressions on the expected hardness steels. I have used descriptive terms for hardness values
of the dies as obviously I was not there at the time but the dies would be getting toward a hardened carbon
steel value. In general terms a metal like lead has a hardness of about 5, copper about 30, steels in the 50 100’s or higher depending on the treatment. All these figures depending on many variables and the method
of test used.
I am betting that a coin with a small or shallow dot depression will be the harder die. Typical dots
can go all the way from shallow marks that are almost invisible to large diameter mounds with exaggerated
moating. Note again the sketch fig 8 of the impressions that a tester may make on a metal surface and then
look at the some more photos of coin dots. Fig 9 shows a larger round dot with a moat surrounding it the
whole thing almost 0.25mm in diameter. With figure 9 the image is that of the penny where the dot is in
relief. If your eyes and brain allow the illusory trick the image may flip to incuse and you will see exactly
what the ball indentation would have looked like it on the die surface. In fig 10 the penetration has been
much less possibly with a diamond point and a much harder die

Fig 9 moat shaped DOTS

fig 10 tiny DUBS

Dot position and shape.
Such a hardness testing procedure explains why the dashed dots appear in so many places on the coin
faces and why the shape of the dots varies. While the overall position nominally was to be above or below a
scroll no exact jigging was created to align the tester spindle indeed if that was possible. The dies were
simply plonked on the tester table aim taken by eye and clack, job done in my opinion.
Hence you have dots on center, dots to the left or right, up and down, top and bottom and deep or
shallow. The metallurgy guys were not interested in precisely to the micron where the tester ball was applied
but what reading the tester gave after the test load was released.

Testing may have been carried out at both Sydney and Melbourne metallurgy shops and possibly
Perth as well with different machines and the varying shape of some dots may also be an indication of how
well maintained and calibrated the ball points were on the various testers used.
Some dots are quite spherical indicating a well maintained tool while some are ragged or even
oblong indicating a less well maintained tool or even the test piece deflecting under load and the tip
skidding.

Fig 11 a round dot

Fig 12 a oval dot

See figs 11 and 12. These are micro photos with fig 11 showing a round ball dot which is more the
normal and fig 12 a oval dot which could be a badly formed test ball, a metal slippage or even die chipping.
The subject of metals, heat treating and die making are huge areas of study in them selves and
reference can be made to these by consulting the traditional handbooks or Google Smithying or Coin making
sites and be amazed at some of the information available.
A good book to read about metals is reference3 where metal treatment and hardness testing is
discussed at a general level. I desperately tried to find my textbook on die hobbing4 which fully explains the
metals, the preparation and processes but also this appears to be misplaced at the moment so I cannot
provide the reference. If you are interested in more info on 1919 and 1920 pennies in CAB refer to the series
of article by Lever and Effendi5.
Why only 1919 and 1920?
With Rockwell testing you get a direct reading off the surface you are interested in but it leaves a
mark behind. How better to hide this mark by putting it in plain view as though it is part of the design! As I
see it London would have been rather negative in their attitude if permission had been sought to deface the
design and most likely would have denied such a request. That process of permissions which I believe would
never have been granted, would have taken months or years what with paper work samples, approvals and so
on.
Our Aussies were on a independent mission and desperately needed direct data and feedback so
simply took “hot new dies fresh out of the oven” so to speak, into the metallurgical test room and did one or
two Rockwell tests per die in my story. This would create a base of data for the prescription for heat treating
further dies and created VARIETIES for us enthusiasts to collect a hundred years later. Well done chaps!
Of course once the deed was done a couple of hundred times a data bank was established and the
Rockwell procedure on actual production coining die faces was no longer needed. Tests could be done on
non production samples or a non destructive tester like the Scleroscope used at leisure.
I’m sure somewhere in the mint or government archives there will be a letter of stern rebuke from
the London Mint from Lord So and So regarding the uncivilized practice of defacement being carried out in
the colony and a demand to cease forthwith under threat of reverse transportation but the cat was out of the
bag and the deed done for 1919 and 1920.
If you have any comments on this article or have done some research on the subject please feel free
to email me at fred.lever@hotmail.com.
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